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WebSphere Naming Basic Usage

This presentation will provide a basic understanding of essential Naming functions in 
WebSphere Application Server Version 6. It would be helpful if you already have viewed 
the Naming Introduction presentation, although it is not a requirement for understanding 
this material.  This presentation is a prerequisite to the other presentations that cover 
Naming Advanced Topics, Debugging, and Samples. 
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Goals
� Architectural view of Java™ 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) requirements and 

WebSphere Application Server V6 extensions

� Provide basic understanding of how to use Naming
� Approach from a stand-alone server perspective

� Use Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs) as a basis for an end-to-end explanation

� Look at Naming in the full lifecycle of an EJB 
� Development

� Deployment

� Installation

� Runtime

� Focus on developers’ and administrators’ needs
� Show where naming related items are surfaced

� Explain the relationships between different names

� Show how naming is used with Resources

� Show how local interface EJBs are handled

The goal of this presentation is to present the fundamental knowledge required by 
developers and administrators regarding the use of JNDI names and naming functionality. 
It approaches this by first reviewing both the J2EE and WebSphere Application Server V6 
architecture that applies. Then the full lifecycle of an EJB is examined from code 
development through deployment, application installation and runtime operation, pointing 
out every place a JNDI name is used and how that name relates to the application function 
and to other JNDI names. There are many screen captures of the IBM Rational®

Application Developer tools and WebSphere Application Server Administrative Console 
that show specifically where names are specified. All this is done assuming a stand-alone 
server environment, which eliminates many considerations that come into play in a 
Network Deployment environment which is covered in the Advanced Naming presentation.  

Once an understanding of EJBs and naming has been established, the use of naming with 
Resources and local interface EJBs is reviewed. 
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EJB LookupsEJB Lookups
Basic ArchitectureBasic Architecture

Section

This section takes a look at the architecture for naming relative to EJB lookups, from both 
the J2EE perspective and the WebSphere Application Server perspective. 
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EJBs and EJB Lookups EJBs and EJB Lookups -- Basic ArchitectureBasic Architecture

� J2EE Perspective

�Defines a level of indirection for obtaining an EJB Home

�Client code uses “java:comp/env/<ejbname>” for lookup

�Deployment descriptor contains an EJB Reference

� Associates the “java:” name with an actual EJB Home

� The EJB Home must be packaged as part of the same application

� The association to the actual EJB Home occurs at deployment time

� WebSphere Application Server V6 Perspective

�EJBs are bound into a global name space 

�EJB Reference extended - contains global name of target EJB Home

� Allows EJB Home to be in a different application

� Name of target EJB Home must be known at deployment or application install time

� The association to the actual EJB Home occurs at runtime when lookup occurs

J2EE defines a programming model for accessing EJB Homes within a J2EE application. 
It introduces a level of indirection between the code that will use an EJB Home and the 
association to an actual instance of an EJB Home that will be used. The programming 
model is to code a JNDI lookup with a name in the form of “java:comp/env/<ejbname>”.  
The “<ejbname>” identifies an EJB Reference that is contained in the J2EE module’s 
deployment descriptor and identifies the interface that must be supported by the EJB 
Home. Within the same application, there must be an EJB module that contains an 
implementation of an EJB Home that supports that interface. Therefore, the association 
between the code using the EJB Home and the instance of the EJB Home is made during 
the deployment of the application. 

Application Server V6 extends this model to be more flexible and to allow for later binding 
of the client code to the EJB Home instance. First of all, the V6 Server binds all EJB 
Homes into a global name space. Then, the EJB Reference in the deployment descriptor 
has been extended to allow for the specification of a JNDI in the Reference. At runtime, 
the EJB Home bound at this name in the global name space is looked up. With this model, 
the target EJB Home does not need to be in the same application as the client. The JNDI 

name of the target EJB Home needs to be known at the time the using application is 

deployed or when it is installed. The actual association to the EJB Home instance occurs 
at runtime when the lookup is done.  
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EJBs and EJB Lookups EJBs and EJB Lookups -- Basic ArchitectureBasic Architecture

� The EJB Reference provides the indirection between client 
code and the global name space

Client Code

ejb-ref name:          ejb/Hello

ejb-ref JNDI name: ejb/com/ibm/ne/HelloHome

EJB Reference

Global name space

This slide illustrates what was just described on the previous slide. The client code does a 
lookup using the name “java:comp/env/ejb/Hello” which associates it with an EJB 
Reference named “ejb/Hello”. The EJB Reference contains the JNDI name 
“ejb/com/ibm/ne/HelloHome” which is used to lookup the EJB Home from the global name 
space. 
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Names Specified and EJB LookupsNames Specified and EJB Lookups
When, Where, What, and WhyWhen, Where, What, and Why

Section

This section will walk through an end-to-end scenario examining every place that JNDI 
names come into play for EJB Home lookups. 
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What is Coming NextWhat is Coming Next

� Examine EJBs and EJB Lookups

�End-to-end considerations

� Development

� Deployment 

� Installation

� Runtime

�Single server perspective 

� Client and EJB are both in the same server (client could be a Servlet or another EJB)

� Simplest environment - totally avoids host/port and fully qualified name issues

� Done by first looking at an EJB, then at an EJB client

�Development in IBM Rational Application Developer – what screens contain 
the information 

�Artifacts in the EAR – which XML/XMI files carry the information

�Application installation – what can be manipulated when installing

�Runtime – what exists in a running server

� What happens in a runtime EJB lookup

The following slides show screen captures from the IBM Rational Application Developer 
tool and from the WebSphere Administrative Console showing the use of JNDI names 
through the full lifecycle of an EJB. First the development, deployment, and installation of 
the target EJB is considered. Then the development, deployment, and installation of the 
client-side code is examined, followed by a look at both client and target at runtime. To 
keep this as simple as possible, it is done from a stand-alone server perspective, with the 
client of the EJB running in the same server (for example, a servlet or another EJB).  
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EJBs in Rational Application Developer

EJB

EJB Deployment 
Descriptor

JNDI Name
used to 

bind EJB into
the Global 
Namespace

Here is a screen capture from IBM Rational Application Developer showing the EJB 
Deployment Descriptor for the “Hello” EJB. The JNDI name in the Deployment Descriptor 
will be the name by which the Hello EJB Home is bound into the global name space. 
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EJB – EAR Artifacts

IBM EJB 
Deployment Descriptor

Extension
ibm-ejb-jar-bnd.xmi

This screen capture shows that the JNDI name for the Hello EJB specified on the previous 
slide will be put into the ibm-ejb-jar-bnd.xmi file which will be part of the .jar file for the EJB 
Module. 
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EJB – Installation

During application install the 
JNDI name of the EJB

can be modified

Visually truncated, field value is ���� ejb/com/ibm/ne/HelloHome

This slide shows the Administrative Console during the installation of the application 
containing the Hello EJB. There is an installation step “Provide JNDI Names for Beans”
which displays the JNDI name found in the ibm-ejb-jar-bnd.xmi file. At this time you have 
the ability to accept the specified JNDI name for the target EJB, or if needed, you can 
change the name.
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EJB – Runtime

Name provided during install is
used to bind the EJB Home

into the Global Name Space 

JNDI Explorer allows you
to traverse the global name space 

HelloHome
runtime object

The JNDI Explorer, which is part of the IBM Rational Application Developer test client, is 
displayed here to show that at runtime the JNDI name of the Hello EJB specified during 
application install is used to bind the Hello EJB Home into the global name space. 
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EJB Client in Rational Application Developer 

Servlet
code

EJB Reference Name 
must match suffix of “java:comp/env” lookup name

used by client code to lookup the EJB Home. 

EJB
Reference

in
deployment
descriptor

EJB Reference contains
global JNDI name of 

target EJB

This slide begins the story for the client code that will use the Hello EJB. There is code in 
the servlet which uses the name “java:comp/env/ejb/Hello” to look up the target EJB. In 
the Web Deployment Descriptor there is an EJB Reference named “ejb/Hello” which 
matches the suffix of the name used in the code. The EJB Reference also contains the 
global JNDI name of the target EJB. Note that it is not required to specify the global JNDI 
name at this point in the cycle if it is not known by the developer. 
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EJB Client -
EAR Artifacts

The EJB 
Reference is 
split across 

web.xml 
and

ibm-web-bnd.xmi

This slide shows where the information specified in the Web Deployment Descriptor is 
reflected in the artifacts built into the .war file. The information is split across two files, the 
first being the standard J2EE Web Deployment Descriptor (in web.xml) and the remainder 
in the ibm-web-bnd.xmi file. It is this latter file that contains the global JNDI name of the 
target EJB as this capability is a V6 Server extension. 
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EJB Client - Installation
During application install the 

JNDI name of the target EJB can be modified

This slide shows the Administrative Console during the installation of the application which 
will use the Hello EJB. There is an installation step “Map EJB references to beans” which 
displays the name of the EJB Reference (“ejb/Hello”) and the associated global JNDI 
name found in the ibm-web-bnd.xmi file. At this time, you have the ability to accept the 
specified JNDI name for the target EJB, or if needed, you can change the name.
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EJB Client - Runtime

HelloUser
servlet

runtime object

java: name space
An in memory name space unique to the web module
containing the HelloUser servlet

Exploded view of binding in java: name space

� Client runtime consists of the servlet and “java:” name space

� “java:” name space binding is built from the EJB Reference

When the application that is the user of the Hello EJB is running in a server, there is a 
“java:” name space associated with the Web Module. In that name space is a binding for 
“comp/env/ejb/Hello”. An expanded view of the contents of that binding shows that what is 
bound is an IndirectJndiLookupObjectFactory along with the global JNDI name of the 
target EJB, “ejb/com/ibm/ne/HelloHome”.  When this binding is looked up from the “java:”
name space, the IndirectJndiLookupObjectFactory performs the look up of the global JNDI 
name and returns the result of that call. 
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EJB Runtime Lookup

java: name space

Global name space

HelloUser servlet
runs this code

HelloHome
runtime object

In the runtime, when the lookup is done in the code, it accesses the binding in the “java:”
name space, which then accesses the global name space and returns the HelloHome 
runtime object. 
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Handling of ResourcesHandling of Resources

Section

Now that you understand how EJBs work with Naming, this section will address the 
handling of Resources. 
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Resources – Handled Similar to EJBs
� Resources are bound into the global name space
�For example, Datasources, JMS Connection Factories

� Similar to EJBs in how they are handled
�Code uses a “java:” name to look up the reference

�Deployment descriptor contains a Resource Reference
– Provides a level of indirection to the lookup 

Client Code

res-ref name:          inventoryDB

res-ref JNDI name: jdbc/Inventory

Resource Reference

Global name space

The handling of Resources, such as JMS Connection Factories, is very similar to how 
EJBs are handled. The Resource is looked up using a 
“java:comp/env/<nameOfResource>” name, which gets associated with a Resource 
Reference from the Deployment Descriptor. That Resource Reference contains the JNDI 
name for where the target resource is bound into the global name space. 
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Defined at 
Node level

Bound at
Server level

Resources – Understanding Scope
� Resources are defined at a specific scope: 

�Cell, Specific Node, Specific Server

�Does not relate to similar scopes within the name space

�All resources bound at server root level

�Scope of definition defines which servers will contain that resource
� All application servers in the cell, all application servers on the node or just a specific application server

When a Resource is created by an Administrator, there must be a JNDI name associated 
with the Resource which is used to bind it into the global name space. During server 
startup, the Resources defined for that server are bound into the global name space. The 
purpose of this slide is to make sure there isn’t confusion about what “scope” means when 
defining resources. A resource can be defined with a scope of cell, node or server. The 
structure of the global name space also has unique naming contexts at the cell, node and 
server level. Although having the same levels of scoping, these scopes do not relate to 
each other with respect to where the resource gets bound into the name space. 
Resources are always bound into the name space at the server level, in the server root 
context. Defining a resource at the node level causes that resource to be bound into the 
server root context for all servers in that node. Likewise, defining a resource at the cell 

level results in the resource being bound into the server root context for all servers in the 
cell. 
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Handling of Local EJBsHandling of Local EJBs

Section

The next few slides take a look at how local interface EJBs are handled, contrasting them 
to remote EJBs which were previously discussed. 
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“local:” Name Space - Described

� EJBs can have local interfaces

� Client mechanism for looking up local EJB Homes is the same

�“java:comp/env/<ejbLocalName>”

� Deployment descriptor has an EJB Local Reference

� Client and EJB must be in the same application

�Requirement of J2EE specification

� Local EJB Homes bound into a special name space

�“local:” name space is contained in memory in the server

�“java:” lookups redirected to “local:” name space 

� Just like other EJB Home lookups are redirected to the global name space

�You never interact directly with the “local:” name space, it is strictly internal to 
the Application Server infrastructure

�You need to understand it; however, for debugging problems with local EJB 
lookups

� See the dumpNameSpace utility for how to dump the “local:” name space 

EJBs can have local interfaces and remote interfaces. From a programming model 
perspective, they work the same. The client does a lookup of a 
“java:comp/env/<ejbLocalName>” name which is then associated with an EJB Local 
Reference in the Deployment Descriptor. The local interface EJBs are not, however, 
bound into the global name space. Rather, each server has an internal in-memory “local:”
name space used for binding local EJBs. On other respects, the runtime operations are 
the same in that the “java:” lookup gets redirected to the “local:” name space to find the 
target local EJB Home. 

Local EJBs must be deployed in the same application as the client of the local EJB. Even 
if deployed into the same server, they cannot be in different applications. 

The “local:” name space is really an internal implementation detail that you do not 
necessarily need to know about. However, it is good to know about it when debugging 

problems related to looking up local EJB Homes. The “local:” name space can be dumped 
using the dumpNameSpace utility which is described in the debugging presentation. 
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“local:” Name Space – Tools EJB Deployment Descriptor

Web Deployment Descriptor

Use this name in “java:” lookup

Name in “local:” name space

Name of EJB in both global
and “local:” name spaces

EJB has local interfaces

This slide shows the IBM Rational Application Developer screens where names for local 
EJBs are specified. The Web Deployment Descriptor for the client side defines the JNDI 
name to be looked up in the “local:” name space. On the EJB Deployment Descriptor, the 
name of the local EJB will be the same name as is used for the remote EJB in the global 
name space. 
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Summary

� Provide basic understanding of how to use Naming

�stand-alone server environment

�Based on usage with EJBs

� Looked at full lifecycle

�Development, Deployment, Installation and Runtime

� Addressed from developers and administrators perspective

�Where are names specified

�Define relationship between different names

� Naming used with Resources

� Local EJB are handling

This presentation reviewed the basics of naming as used with remote EJBs in the stand-
alone server environment. This was done by looking at the full lifecycle for both the EJB 
and the client of the EJB, using screen captures of IBM Rational Application Developer 
and the WebSphere Application Server Administrative Console to show where JNDI 
names are specified and how they are handled.  Following this, the use of naming with 
Resources and local EJBs was addressed. 
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